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What Twitter Is
Twitter is a free online service where each user has his or her own webpage that they update as 
often as they want 140 characters or less at a time. Each update is called a tweet. Many educators use 
Twitter to connect, collaborate, ask questions, and build a sense of community.

User Profiles
Clicking a Twitter user's name or photo will take you to his or her page where you can see profile 
information and recent tweets. Although it's not much information, reading a user's profile can help 
you decide if you want to follow him or her. Be sure to complete your own profile.

Replies & Messages
Twitter users can direct their tweets to other Twitter users either publicly or privately. Public replies 
begins with the @ symbol and the Twitter username. You also have the option of direct messaging 
another Twitter user. Direct messages are private and only visible to the recipient.

Sharing & Favorites
What do people share on Twitter? Pretty much anything. Tweets are often contain quotes, photos, 
and web links. Many times web links are shortened with services like bitly.com and tinyurl.com. You 
can favorite a tweet so that you can find it again by clicking Favorites on your Profile page.

Twitter Apps
Twitter.com isn't the only place to check your timeline and to post tweets. There are mobile apps for 
smartphones and tablets. There is also TweetDeck for Mac, PC, and Chrome where you can view 
tweets in columns and schedule tweets to be posted in the future.

Follow Others
Add people so that their updates are displayed on the timeline you see when you log into 
Twitter. You're said to be following someone when you add his or her updates to your 
timeline. The most recent updates (a.k.a. tweets) are listed first.

Find Others
There are a variety of places where you can start finding users to add. Follow people who 
use a hashtag you’re interested in. See who other educators you know are following. Try 
clicking Twitter’s Discover tab to see suggestions from Twitter.

Retweeting
Repeating another user’s tweet called a retweet. The person doing the retweeting thought 
what what the tweets says is worth repeating to their followers. You can see the retweet 
option when you hover your mouse over a tweet. Sometimes retweets start with RT or MT.

Search & Hashtags
You'll find a search box at the top of every Twitter page where you can get up-to-the minute 
search results. Many users put keywords, with the hashtag symbol, in their tweets so that 
others can find them. Here are some popular education hashtags: tonyv.me/taglist

Uses
Twitter is put to use by educators in different ways. Many use it as a way to collect great 
teaching ideas and resources. Others use it to communicate with students and parents. Some 
even assign composing tweets as an assignment. Read 60 Ways to Use Twitter in the 
Classroom: tonyv.me/60twitter.
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